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Executive summary

Inflation: Mixed but falling. Despite widespread expectations of a global economic 
slowdown in 2024, growth and inflation have continued to perform better than the 
consensus expected across most major economies. Our outlook for the rest of the 
year centers on the path — or paths — of inflation and how central bankers weigh 
the balance of risks in beginning to ease monetary policy. While the disinflation 
narrative has varied across major Western economies, particularly in the US, we still 
expect inflation to fall further by the end of 2024 across most economies as supply 
and demand factors come into better alignment. We think disinflation will be faster in 
non-US developed market economies and that central banks will focus more on the 
direction of travel rather than the outright level of inflation, meaning they will start to 
cut rates before their target level is reached, but subsequent cuts will be gradual.

Growth: Resilience, not recession. In our view, the global economy remains in a soft 
patch, driven by a restrictive monetary policy backdrop that translates into below-
trend but still resilient growth. Divergence has re-emerged as a theme, with individual 
economies likely to see various growth and inflation experiences going forward. For 
example, we continue to expect US exceptionalism in growth and relative softness 
in eurozone performance, but relative equity market performance is likely helped by 
positive surprises. In Japan, the weak yen and structural reforms have helped rekindle 
inflation and enabled the Bank of Japan to begin a very gentle tightening process. 
In China, the continued overhang of weakness in the property market mixed with 
slowly improving consumer sentiment indicates an environment of below-trend but 
improving growth.

Markets: Risk assets have more upside. Markets appear to have priced much of this 
already, but we maintain a risk-on stance. Credit spreads are reflecting a healthy 
readout on macro fundamentals, and equities indicate continued earnings growth. 
Throughout the rest of 2024, markets are likely to be reactive to shifts in the rates 
outlook, including any supporting or conflicting data points along the way. In our 
view, the precise number of rate cuts is less important than the view that the next 
move is a cut rather than a hike, especially as the market narrative continues to be 
highly volatile. We highlight a significant risk that markets are overly positive and 
have not fully priced in potential problems. Given the positive macro backdrop, we 
favor an overweight to risky assets but keep risks tightly controlled, as very tight 
valuations limit the upside for risky assets.
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Macro Views

Growth is improving—but not evenly
• Despite restrictive monetary policy in many economies, economic growth has remained remarkably 

resilient.

• Growth looks to be gravitating towards trend rates, including a pick-up in the eurozone and 
stabilization in the US.

Inflation progress diverges, but trend is positive
• We expect disinflation to continue, but more slowly in the US and relatively faster in the eurozone.

• Japan is likely to see inflation stabilizing around its 2% target.

Rate cuts are likely in many major economies
• As disinflationary trends reassert themselves, central banks will be in a better position to start to 

ease policy rates.

• The timing and depth of cuts will vary by country, with easing from Europe first and then the US; 
the BoJ is in gently tightening.

Industrial policy suggests more divergence ahead
• Major economies are stepping up state subsidies and incentives, on top of trade barriers, to drive 

private capex.

• These measures are likely to drive greater differentiation in short-term growth, though the long-
term impact is unclear. 

• Some countries are likely to be more successful than others.

Key risks and themes
• Geopolitics, elections, and financial fragilities are being watched closely, and may cause us to 

change our views.
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Note: There can be no assurance that market views will come to pass.

Market Views 
Fixed income

Valuations in fixed income are tight, with inverted yield 
curves and tight credit spreads. Near term, we favor 
exploiting the range trade in rates. Technicals are quite 
positive, and in medium term, we believe current bond 
yields offer a buying opportunity.

US dollar / currencies
The start of the Federal Reserve (Fed) rate cut cycle 
should allow the dollar to begin to cyclically weaken in 
the near future. Still-large interest rate differentials in 
favor of the US dollar will limit the weakness however.

Emerging markets (EM)

The Fed pivot back to “high for longer” has discouraged EM flows, but specific stories stand out: India’s fast growth; Turkey, 
Argentina turnarounds; high yields in LatAm and Central Europe. As Fed rate cuts materialize, we expect the dollar to soften, 
supporting the EM asset class.

Equities

Valuations have already climbed significantly. However, 
rate cuts tend to provide a further boost, and the improving 
growth backdrop in many economies should support 
fundamentals.

Alternatives

High yields and near-zero duration make loans and private 
credit attractive in a “high for longer” environment. Real 
estate funds' valuations are near trough levels. Private 
equity GPs are highly incentivized to ramp up deployment 
as dry powder ages.
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Global growth is 
improving, but 
experiences vary by 
country
US shows some 
cooling, while Europe, 
Japan, and China are 
improving

1 In our view, the global economy remains in a soft patch, driven by a restrictive 
monetary policy backdrop that translates into below-trend but still resilient growth. 
US growth has softened a little, but European growth is improving from a lower base 
and should be supported by rate cuts expected to take place sooner than in the US.

Divergence has re-emerged as a theme, with individual economies likely to see 
various growth and inflation experiences going forward.

• US growth has been relatively resilient despite elevated policy rates, though 
growth now seems to be slowing. We expect growth to gravitate towards trend 
rates over the remainder of this year.

• In the eurozone, we anticipate relative softness in growth performance 
compared to the US, but at rates that should pick up towards potential growth 
rates.

• In Japan, growth should also improve, supported by wage increases, a 
rebound in manufacturing output and fiscal stimulus.

• In China, improving consumer sentiment mixed with fiscal stimulus indicates 
an environment of below-trend but improving growth ahead.

Notes: Data as of May 31, 2024. We show monthly data using S&P Global composite purchasing manager 
indices.Sources: LSEG Datastream and Invesco.
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Disinflation 
continues, but 
progress is mixed 
across economies
US disinflation 
appears prolonged; 
eurozone seeing 
more progress

2 Across major Western economies, disinflation appears to have taken a breather 
after a relatively rapid descent from 2022-23 highs, particularly in the US. Services 
inflation has especially remained well above targets. This has delayed market 
expectations for when central banks may begin to ease their hawkish policy stances.

However, we continue to anticipate falling inflation over the forecast horizon across 
most economies, with disinflation realized more quickly in non-US developed market 
economies.

• Strong US growth, still-tight labor markets, and a series of upside inflation 
surprises year-to-date have pushed back policymaker and market expectations 
for the disinflation path. However, we continue to see disinflation continuing in 
the US, but at a pace that only brings a couple of rate cuts in 2024.

• While growth has underperformed versus the US, the eurozone inflation 
outlook is considerably more in line with ECB targets. 

Note: HICP = Harmonized Index of 
Consumer Prices. PCE = Personal 
Consumption Expenditures. Central 
banks have little, if any, influence over 
commodity prices and much less over 
traded goods inflation than domestic 
services inflation. Hence, a stickier 
services inflation picture is a reason to 
expect central banks not to change 
actual policy or their stance, or to go 
slow in easing.  Sources: Macrobond, 
Invesco. Upper charts, monthly data 
through March 2024 for US headline 
and Core CPI, and EZ HICP, Core and 
Services inflation; February for US PCE, 
Core PCE, EZ services, and all UK 
inflation metrics.  
All data as of May 31, 2024.
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Markets are geared 
for rate cuts from the 
Fed and ECB
Inflation progress to 
date could open the 
door for policy easing 
ahead

3 Markets entered the year expecting a slew of rate cuts from Western developed 
economy central banks. Today, market pricing indicates just a handful of cuts 
following hotter-than-expected first-quarter inflation data. The market narrative 
around disinflation and policy has been remarkably volatile this year, as captured in 
the charts on the right. As of this writing, markets appear to be near the bottom of the 
range of expected rate cuts in the US, eurozone, and UK.

We anticipate continued progress on inflation that should reassert downward 
pressure on the policy path. As inflation falls, real policy rates will move higher and 
help spur rate cuts from the Fed, ECB, and BoE. Relatively weaker growth in Europe 
should help Europe move sooner.

Progress on inflation has been slower in the US, which suggests relatively fewer 
rate cuts from the Fed. This should help keep the dollar expensive until rate cuts 
materialize. Japan, in contrast, is seeing higher inflation, with additional rate hikes 
penciled in for the remainder of this year. Until we see narrow real rate spreads 
between the US and Japan, we should not expect to see meaningful strength in the JPY.
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Sources: Invesco and Bloomberg L.P., as of May 31, 2024. Based on market-implied path of the respective policy rate over the remainder of 2024. US federal funds rate is 
based on federal funds futures. All others are based on overnight index swaps pricing. Each cut or hike is assumed to be 25 basis points, except for Japan, where each cut 
or hike is assumed to be 10 basis points. 
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Industrial and 
trade policy 
suggest divergence 
is likely to remain a 
theme
Major economies 
now use industrial 
policy far more 
than emerging 
economies

4 Industrial policy is now a major factor in regional differentiation. Developed 
economies are now far more likely to use industrial policy than emerging markets. 
In 2023, developed economies accounted for 71% of industrial policies, and 
EMs accounted for just 29%. EMs still tend to rely on trade barriers, while some 
developed economies are using a combination.

• New industrial policies are usually in the form of domestic subsidies, such as 
capital injections and equity stakes, financial grants, in-kind grants, tax or social 
insurance relief, production subsidies, interest subsidies, loan guarantees, import 
incentives, and price stabilizations.

• Just a few economies account for the lion’s share of industrial policies – China, 
the EU, and the US are responsible for 48% of industrial policies in 2023. Major 
emerging markets are using industrial policies too, notably India and Indonesia.

• Significant recent US industrial policy initiatives include the Bipartisan 
Infrastructure Act, the CHIPS and Science Act, and the Inflation Reduction Act. 
US industrial policies seem to have a very substantial effect on manufacturing 
investment. The impact on growth, productivity and profits remains to be seen.
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Key risks
5
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Geopolitical risks are 
elevated

Recent events in the Middle 
East have re-emphasized  that 
the geopolitical environment 
remains rife with risks. Other 
political risks range from the 
ongoing Russia-Ukraine war, 
US-China tensions, and the 
potential consequences of the 
upcoming US election. These 
may have localized to global 
implications for trade flows, 
supply shocks, and more.

Sources: Invesco, Macrobond, as of May 31, 2024 
Geopolitical Risk Index, Measuring Geopolitical Risk, Caldara,  Dario  and Matteo Lacoviello 2018.

Elections bring elevated 
uncertainty

Seventy-six countries are 
scheduled to hold elections 
in 2024. Many have already 
taken place with limited 
market impact. Key elections 
are scheduled in the US 
and UK. Policy and political 
uncertainty are likely to remain 
elevated and will need to be 
monitored closely, given their 
potential to shift the economic 
and investment landscape, 
especially in the US election.

Countries where elections are taking place in 2024

Sources: Invesco and National Democratic Institute, as of May 31, 2024. 

 Elections that have already taken place in 2024       Elections scheduled in 2024

Sources: Invesco and National Democratic Institute, as of May 31, 2024. 
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Policymakers have been responsive to crises

 ICE BofA MOVE Index (1 Jan 2022 = 100)
Financial accidents and 
stresses

After the rapid rate hikes of 
2022-23, financial stress is 
elevated, and a crisis could 
precipitate a sudden shift in 
the stance of policy. But we 
are encouraged that recent 
financial accidents have been 
met with rapid and targeted 
support – and we see limited 
risk of systemic financial 
crisis, due to widespread 
deleveraging before the 
pandemic.
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UK to see 
improving 
growth but mixed 
inflation progress
Inflation hurdle 
likely means the 
Bank of England 
will tread carefully 
in easing

We expect the UK economy to perform in a similar manner to the eurozone but on  a 
delayed timeline and with less near-term monetary policy easing. Activity measures 
have started to show nascent improvement, and the consumer is a stronger position 
than many had expected. 
• Inflation has been slower to fall, but base effects and falling energy prices are 

now a tailwind of the disinflationary narrative. The challenge for the Bank of 
England is that services inflation is still elevated. We think the Bank of England 
will cut rates in 2024, but the cutting cycle will be gradual. 

• With national elections slated for 4 July, the UK is likely to see a new Labour 
government in 2024. Though their policies are unlikely to deviate too far from 
the Conservatives, we expect a closer relationship with Europe at the margin 
under Labour, and that could reduce some of the Brexit discount associated 
with UK assets.
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Lower energy costs will likely pull inflation lower in the second half of 2024 
UK CPI and energy prices

Sources: Invesco, Bloomberg L.P., as of May 31, 2024.
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Japan on a firmer 
footing toward 
sustained 2% 
inflation
A switch to an 
inflationary regime 
has improved 
corporate 
profitability

This year’s shunto collective bargaining between labor unions and companies resulted 
in a 5.2% pay raise for workers in larger companies. Higher wage increases, a rebound 
in manufacturing output, and fiscal stimulus should support both consumption and 
investment growth in Japan.  
• With inflation moderately stronger, we anticipate that the Bank of Japan (BoJ) 

will implement at least one additional rate hike by end-2024 and possibly initiate 
quantitative tightening as it is likely to see a higher probability of sustained 2% 
inflation.

• Japanese firms’ behavioral change towards more aggressive price-setting has 
led to historically high corporate margins. Global investors are likely to raise 
their asset allocation to Japanese equities, suggesting further outperformance of 
Japanese stocks against stocks in other advanced economies in H2 2024.

• With Japanese assets becoming more attractive with improving fundamentals, 
further outperformance may be driven in part by global investors raising 
their asset allocation to Japanese equities against stocks in other advanced 
economies in H2 2024. The weakness in the yen may continue in the short run, 
although a policy rate reduction by the Fed and a rate hike by the BoJ should 
mitigate the weakness in the yen toward the end of this year.   
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India is exhibiting 
strong growth 
driven by cyclical 
and structural 
tailwinds
Will “K-shaped” 
top-end growth 
widen out across 
mass consumption 
and industry?

Despite geopolitical risks, India is now a significant driver of global growth, 
warranting investor focus, in our view.
• Public investment, private consumption by high earners, and service exports 

are key growth drivers. We look ahead for the investment baton to be handed 
from public-private infrastructure to private capex and to wider mass 
consumption, which is still held back by COVID-19 scarring. If manufacturing 
investment and hiring rise as intended, job growth and rising labor income 
would intensify India’s cyclical and structural tailwinds.

• Following a disappointing showing in elections, the Bharatiya Janata 
Party (BJP) party lost its outright parliamentary majority. As power sharing 
agreements take shape, reform prospects should be clarified, which could lead 
to an increase in investments; foreign capital inflows are likely to continue and 
may even accelerate. 

• We believe Indian bonds may offer attractive risk-adjusted returns as index 
inclusion keeps driving foreign interest. Equities seem likely to benefit further 
from domestic demand and earnings upgrades, but rich valuations relative to 
history or other markets may hold back foreign inflows.  
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Asset average total returns (USD) around first cut in a Fed loosening cycle
 
 12 months before the first cut     12 months after

Rate cuts should 
help boost risky 
assets

We expect risk assets to benefit when policy support emerges, which we anticipate 
from most major developed markets in the second half of 2024.
• We note that risk assets, other than equities, have historically performed better 

in the run-up to the first rate cut compared to the period immediately after. 
We think this is because central banks are usually easing when economies are 
weakening.

• However, this cycle is different because central banks were behind the curve 
when it came to tightening, and this may also be true when it comes to easing 
(they will be cutting rates late in the cycle). 

• Though volatility in risk assets is possible due to the ongoing global economic 
slowdown, we suspect the easing cycle will coincide with increased risk 
appetite. We think markets are already looking ahead to economic recovery.
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Equities
Recovery trade 
tends to favor non-
US dollar assets 
and equities that 
are more cyclical, 
value oriented, 
and smaller 
capitalization

Non-USD assets appear attractive
• In recent years, the underperformance of global value stocks, including 

emerging markets, Europe and small caps – has produced some compelling 
opportunities.

• With policy easing on the horizon in many economies, we anticipate global 
growth to improve in the second half of 2024, reflected in rising global 
manufacturing PMIs.

• Rising worldwide output is typically a boon to more cyclically oriented risk 
assets. We expect the global value trade to regain investor interest amidst an 
improving operating climate.

• Non-USD assets should see support from the start of the Fed rate cut cycle, 
which should allow the dollar to begin to cyclically weaken in the near 
future. However, still-large interest rate differentials in favor of the US dollar 
may limit the weakness.
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Yields indicate 
that bonds are 
back, while 
equity valuations 
are divergent

The opportunities
• For much of the period since the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), we thought bond yields were so low that they were 

uninteresting. That is no longer the case. Notably, cash rates and bank loan yields are at the upper end of historical 
ranges.

• Within equities, cyclically adjusted price earnings ratios suggest a large discrepancy between China (cheap), Europe 
(normal), and the US and India (expensive). We think Chinese equities have significant upside potential that could be 
driven by positive surprise.

The catalysts
• It is always hard to know what will cause low (high) valuations to be converted into high (low) returns.

• However, we think central bank easing could boost fixed income returns , while cash and bank loans should continue to 
offer attractive returns if central banks are slow to ease.

• Extreme low valuations could be enough to aid Chinese stocks (just as they did US stocks in March 2009), and better-
than-expected economic performance has helped. Economic recovery in Europe could boost local stocks. 

Spotlight on valuations
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Corporate 
demand for 
stocks is 
increasing

• Demand for equities is likely to come in part from corporations themselves over the coming months. In Q1, more 
companies than ever mentioned buybacks on their earnings calls. The chart to the left illustrates this for the UK FTSE All 
Share Index and the Stoxx 600, but the picture is similar across the world.

• For example, Apple announced a record $110bn buyback in early May, which followed other large tech companies' major 
buyback program announcements.

• Buyback activity should be factored into total shareholder yield calculations along with dividends.

• Compared to the post-GFC period, the discount rate that should be applied to stocks is higher today. That means that 
investors should expect to generate a greater proportion of their total return from the income component, or nearer-
term cashflows, rather than speculative future gains. 

• That should favor UK and European stocks alongside financials and commodity sectors.

Buybacks are back
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Views from Invesco Fixed Income

The US has expanded steadily, while Europe 
has recovered only tepidly in the aftermath of 
the COVID-19 crisis. In contrast, inflation has 
fallen faster in Europe; European inflation was 
initially more stubborn but is now nearly back to 
target. Even the UK, which had been considered 
a “stagflation” outlier, will likely see headline 
inflation below US inflation this year. This macro 
divergence has implications for monetary policy, 
interest rates and currencies.

Rob Waldner, CFA®
Chief Strategist 
Head of Macro 

Research  
Fixed Income

Growth and rates views
• Stickier-than-expected inflation has put the Fed on hold. The Fed will likely find it 

very difficult to cut rates until the recent stubborn inflation trend reverses. 

• Faster disinflation and tepid growth in Europe and the UK will likely cause the 
ECB and Bank of England to move ahead of the Fed, with possible rate cuts this 
summer. 

• EM central banks will likely take their lead from US data and expectations about the 
Fed when setting their policy direction.

• Global growth reflects the divergence theme: Growth has been solid in the US 
and resilient in EM, while Europe has exhibited a weak recovery following the 
pandemic. 

Credit views
• Strong fundamentals, solid technicals, and the fact that all-in yields look attractive 

from a historical perspective, have supported credit markets this year.

• We favor buying the dip in US investment grade. Given the fundamental strengths 
in the US economy, we are more likely to turn positive than negative from here. We 
see relative value in European investment grade. 

• We are cautious about high yield but favor maintaining some exposure. Spreads 
are tight, in our view, but we anticipate few catalysts to drive spreads wider and 
expect defaults to decline going forward.

• We lean positive on municipals. Spreads are tight, but we expect strong 
technicals going forward - the summer should bring limited supply and a need for 
reinvestment. 

Fixed income
Diverging growth 
and inflation could 
impact global rates

Source: Invesco, as of May 2024.
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Fixed income
There is some 
tightness in credit 
spreads, but we 
see pockets of 
opportunity

• Credit markets have held up well relative to many other asset classes. Strong fundamentals, solid technicals, and the 
fact that all-in yields look attractive from a historical perspective have supported credit markets.

• US growth has also held up better than expected. The US labor market has been robust and is consistent with an 
economy that is growing at a very healthy pace.

• A low probability of global recession argues for being somewhat positive on credit overall. However, tight valuations 
cause us to favor keeping credit exposure low.

Buybacks are back
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Investment grade credit spreads are not cheap, but yields look attractive
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Loans: High 
yields and no 
duration make 
loans attractive in 
environment of 
“high for longer”
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three-month LIBOR (prior to 2023) or SOFR (2023 or later) plus the weighted average institutional spread.

The opportunities
• Loan yields and coupons are sitting at their highest levels in decades and offer some of the highest yields across fixed 

income.

• Current coupon income is around 9% after base rates have reset higher, and spreads remain wide.

• Loans can offer attractive valuations as spreads still hover above historical levels compared to other asset classes.

The catalysts
• With rates expected to stay high for longer, loans are likely to benefit through higher coupons. 

• Despite uncertainty around interest rates, loans have no duration and have been relatively immune to interest rate 
volatility compared to other fixed income asset classes.

Spotlight on loans
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Source: MSCI data, last data point Dec. 31, 2023.  Past performance does not predict future results. 

Real estate: 
Timings vary, but 
we are seeing the 
turning point in 
values
Rebased values 
provide a good 
entry point

The opportunity
• We expect late 2024 and 2025 will be attractive vintage periods for private real estate equity because valuations on 

existing real estate funds appear to have troughed already or are approaching trough levels, depending on the region.  

The catalysts
• Since late last year, central bankers have articulated a path toward policy easing, thus shifting expectations toward 

eventual policy rate cuts. 

• Cuts in policy rates provide scope for reductions in real estate debt costs and capitalization rates, which would lead 
to renewed transaction activity and progress toward price recovery. 

• Private transaction cap rates and implied public market cap rates have converged, implying that pricing on new 
opportunities has adjusted fluidly to market conditions.

• Further declines in the values of legacy real estate funds are expected this year before value recovery commences.

Spotlight on real estate
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Alternatives:
Supportive 
transaction 
environment favors 
private credit

Private credit 

As we look to 2024, our view for direct lending is that the backdrop supporting a 
more favorable transaction environment is firmly in place relative to 2023, including 
better visibility into the macro environment, softening inflationary pressures, 
potential rate reductions, and heightened pressure from LPs for private equity firms 
to generate realizations and invest in new platform companies. Within distressed 
debt and special situations, we are seeing a significant amount of liquidity-
constrained small caps that are “good companies” with “bad balance sheets,” 
providing an expanded opportunity set for the asset class.

Private equity 

With record levels of dry powder now four years or older, depressed debt coverage 
ratios, and a looming refinancing wall, opportunities should present themselves for 
managers with turnaround experience in an environment where general partners 
are highly incentivized to ramp up purchase activity. While still at valuations that 
exceed pre-2021 levels, the correction in late-stage venture valuations should 
provide a continued opportunity for private equity firms with a flexible mandate.

Real assets 

Despite a subdued transaction environment, many real estate markets continue to 
see robust income fundamentals. We note that leasing has slowed broadly across 
property types in the US, where we expect the recovery in fundamentals to lag the 
capital markets recovery. Within infrastructure, while dry powder remains elevated, 
and valuations, like those in real estate, have not backed up with base rates, near-
term fundamentals are strong, and secular tailwinds are supportive. Commodity 
prices remain volatile and rangebound across most sub-complexes.

Source: Invesco Solutions, views as of Feb. 29, 2024.

Portfolio risk

Private credit

Private equity

Real assets

Current positioning

Commodities

Prior positioning

Neutral
Max
underweight

Max
overweight

Jeff Bennett, CFA®
Head of Manager Selection 
Invesco Solutions
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Source: Invesco, as of May 31, 2024. 

Global Market 
Strategy Office: 
Favored assets in 
the period ahead

Downside 
Stickier inflation, lower growth
A hard landing may materialize 
either through long lags of policy 
tightening or persistent inflation that 
spurs additional tightening. In either 
case, the investment implications 
would be similar, but the near-term 
experience would likely differ; long-
duration bonds and equities would 
likely outperform sooner in the early 
hard landing, but underperform in the 
persistent inflation version.

 
Our favorite picks…
• Cash

• Equities: Defensive equities, such 
as consumer staples, health care, 
utilities

• Fixed income: Long-duration 
sovereigns

• Currencies: Non-USD, non-
commodity defensive currencies, 
such as CHF, JPY

Baseline 
Disinflation through 2024, second 
half growth reacceleration towards 
trend
Global growth stabilizes and picks up 
towards (but remains below) trend 
rates in the second half of 2024, with 
disinflation generally continuing and 
policy easing beginning to unfold in 
many major developed economies. Real 
wage growth should also pick up. The 
rest of the world to see a better growth 
pick-up than that US. Europe and the UK 
to have better inflation experience and 
sooner rate cuts than the US. Chinese 
growth has also stabilized and may 
improve in the second half of 2024, 
given further fiscal stimulus.

 
Our favorite picks…

• Equities:

 – Cyclical equities, including value 
and small caps

 – Developed ex-US and emerging 
markets equities

• Fixed income: 
 – Neutral duration
 – Higher quality non-IG credit, 
including bank loans and high yield 
credit

 – EM local and hard currency bonds

• Currencies: Non-USD FX, such as 
EUR, GBP, and BRL

Upside 
Rapid disinflation, better growth
A more rapid return of inflation 
towards central bank targets, 
especially in the US, would allow more 
easing and better growth through 
the second half of 2024. This would 
include core inflation falling with more 
certainty and at a smoother trajectory, 
enabling the Fed to ease more quickly 
and more substantially, with positive 
spillovers. This should be a boon to 
more cyclical assets.

 
Our favorite picks…
• Equities 

 – Europe, China, and emerging 
markets

 – Value and small caps
 – Basic resources, industrials, 
financials

• Fixed income: High yield credit

• Currencies: AUD, CAD

• Commodities: Industrial 
commodities, especially metals
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Appendix Notes for page 12 charts:
• The top chart shows the total return on global assets in the 12 months before 

and after the first Fed rate cut in easing cycles since 1974, and the bottom 
chart shows the same but for US assets. Data doesn’t exist for all assets for 
every easing cycle. Sources: ICE, ICE BofA, FTSE Russell, MSCI, S&P GSCI, 
Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office.  
Government bonds: Historical and projected yields and returns are based on 
ICE BofA government bond indices with historical ranges starting on Dec. 31, 
1985 for the global and Jan. 30, 1978 for the US indices.   
Corporate investment grade (IG) bonds: ICE BofA investment grade corporate 
bond indices with historical ranges starting on Dec. 31, 1996 for the Global and 
Jan. 31 1973 for the US dollar index.  
Corporate high-yield (HY) bonds: Bank of America Merrill Lynch High-Yield 
indices with historical ranges starting on Aug. 29, 1986 for the US dollar, and 
Dec. 31, 1997 for the Global index.  
Equities: We use MSCI benchmark indices to calculate projected returns and 
calculate long-term total returns with historical ranges starting on Dec. 31, 
1969 for the Global and US indices.   
Real estate: We use FTSE EPRA/NAREIT indices with historical ranges starting 
on Dec. 29, 1989 for the US and Feb. 18, 2005 for the global index.  
Commodities: Standard and Poor’s Goldman Sachs Commodity Total Return 
Indices with historical ranges starting on Dec. 31, 1969.
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Investment risks 
The value of investments and any income will fluctuate (this may partly be the result of exchange rate fluctuations), and 
investors may not get back the full amount invested.  
Past performance is not a guide to future returns. 
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